Jordan Kassalow’s purpose became apparent to him in the time it took to fit a pair of glasses onto a child’s face.

He was a first-year optometry student at the time, on a field trip to Mexico to bring a vision clinic to very poor communities which had never before received any eye care. “My first patient was a seven-year-old boy from the school for the blind. The teacher described him as having been blind from birth.

“Blindness in that part of the world is more than just a physical disability: people think you are jinxed or cursed. His condition had social implications for his whole family.”

It turned out that the boy wasn’t blind, just extremely short-sighted: his prescription was minus-20. Hunting through the boxes of donated spectacles for the strongest pair, the team found a minus-18, close enough. “I got to be the person who put those glasses on his face, and watch his face change as he saw for the first time.

“It was a moment that fundamentally changed both our lives,” he says. “I often feel that in that moment, I gave him his vision, and he gave me mine.

“I was so moved. My heart was looking for proof that I mattered. This was my proof point. If the work I was doing meant that I mattered to him, I could matter to other people.”

About 10 patients later, Jordan shared another profound interaction. This time it was a woman, aged about 50, who had lost the ability to see close-up. “She had her Bible clutched to her chest and she came in with a simple request: she wanted to be able to read it. I had a look at that Bible, it looked as if it was designed to torment presbyopic people: the print was so small. Even as a first-year student I could figure this out: she needed reading glasses. I found some plus-2s, and I put them on her face and she looked down at her Bible, which she hadn’t been able to read in a decade, and her knees literally buckled, and she just cried.

“The next day she came back to the clinic; she was the first person in line. I was a first-year student; I was insecure. I thought she had come back to complain about something.

“But she was carrying four chickens, two in each hand, and she handed them to me. She said something very profound. ‘Doctor, to you

“IT SEEMS REMARKABLE BUT IT IS A TRUTH: A SIMPLE PAIR OF READING GLASSES CAN HAVE A HUGE AND PROFOUND IMPACT ON SOMEONE’S LIFE.”

“I was so moved. My heart was looking for proof that I mattered. This was my proof point. If the work I was doing meant that I mattered to him, I could matter to other people.”

About 10 patients later, Jordan shared another profound interaction. This time it was a woman, aged about 50, who had lost the ability to see close-up. “She had her Bible clutched to her chest and she came in with a simple request: she wanted to be able to read it. I had a look at that Bible, it looked as if it was designed to torment presbyopic people: the print was so small. Even as a first-year student I could figure this out: she needed reading glasses. I found some plus-2s, and I put them on her face and she looked down at her Bible, which she hadn’t been able to read in a decade, and her knees literally buckled, and she just cried.

“The next day she came back to the clinic; she was the first person in line. I was a first-year student; I was insecure. I thought she had come back to complain about something.

“But she was carrying four chickens, two in each hand, and she handed them to me. She said something very profound. ‘Doctor, to you
they’re a pair of glasses. But for me, you’ve given me back my God.’

Those words still resonate with me. It was the dawning of real empathy. I hadn’t understood the real value of glasses.

One thing that also became clear, however, was the scope of the problem. On that first mission to Mexico, the group had arrived to the daunting sight of more than 2,000 people snaking around the venue. VisionSpring was born out of that scale of need.

There are profound personal, social and systemic implications in the fact that 2.5 billion people globally live with impaired vision.

Poor vision limits the potential of schoolchildren, for instance – it is now known that the impact of a pair of glasses on a child’s education is equivalent to up to a full year of schooling. And vision decline puts middle-aged people out of jobs when they still have decades of useful work still in them – studies have demonstrated that a pair of glasses increases productivity by 35 percent. There’s a safety component, too: a study from Italy showed that poor vision plays a role in 59 percent of road traffic accidents. And, of course, the use of new technology is linked to vision: millions of people depend on reading glasses to see their mobile phones for communication, work or banking.

In blocking human potential, poor vision stands in the way of a more inclusive global marketplace. Vision problems thus constitute a profound drag on economic growth.

It’s not simply the size of the challenge that defines Jordan’s thinking. Over more than 30 years, his perspective has been formed by pivotal interactions that add depth and resonance to his understanding of both the problems and the solutions.

In Cameroon, for instance, Jordan had a conversation with a woman in her 40s that proved formative. "I always ask people what matters to them, and their answers are universal – health, better housing, clean water, safety. Her answer to my question was profound: ‘We have only one real need, and that is opportunity,’ she said. Self-reliance, she was saying, is the meta-need: if you have opportunity and are self-reliant, you can make everything else happen; everything else falls into place.

"SELF-RELIANCE IS THE META-NEED:
IF YOU HAVE OPPORTUNITY AND ARE SELF-RELIANT, YOU CAN MAKE EVERYTHING ELSE HAPPEN."

"I realized the power of giving people access to opportunity, and that if, rather than giving glasses away, we used a network of salespeople to sell them, we’d be meeting two fundamental needs, giving people access to economic opportunity at both ends of the transaction."

It is not a far-fetched notion that salespeople with no training in optometry might be able to distribute spectacles: of those who need them, more than 50 percent need reading glasses, and a simple test – which VisionSpring devised and produces in a kit – would allow laypeople to know which glasses to offer, and which clients needed to be referred for clinical assessment.

Taking a market approach also has benefits over and above the creation of economic opportunity. Jordan tells a poignant illustrative story: at one clinic in Colombia, one of the patients was known as "the blind woman" in her village. Like the seven-year-old boy of Jordan’s first clinic, it turned out she wasn’t in fact blind: just extremely short-sighted. Once again, digging around in the box of donated spectacles, the team found a pair that were close enough to her prescription to change her world; and once again they witnessed the joy of someone seeing properly for the first time.

"But three days later she was back. She told us that everyone laughed at her."

"She was right," Jordan, says. "The only glasses we had that remotely matched her prescription had 1950s cats-eye rims with rhinestones. They were culturally inappropriate.

"We explained that these were the only pair strong enough for her."

"She listened, and then she did something that stopped me in my tracks. She put the spectacles down on the wooden table, and got back into her canoe to paddle home again."
She chose ‘blindness’ over what we were giving away for free. “It was clear there was something fundamentally wrong with what we were doing.”

What the market offers, Jordan could see, was dignity and a critical feedback loop. “If people pay for what we’re giving, they can require us to design and develop products that reflect what they want, that are right for their social circumstances and are at price points appropriate to their means.”

There was another consideration to the market model: volume. Increasingly, Jordan was aware that no number of clinics and missions was enough to make a dent in the global need. It had taken VisionSpring 10 years to issue its first million pair of spectacles. It took just two years to achieve the second million. In 2016 alone, VisionSpring sold over one million pairs; and by 2020 the ambition is to reach 10 million customers every year.

But there are 2.5 billion people in need of optical care. VisionSpring was acutely aware that it needed to scale up. It needed to prove that there is a commercial argument for engaging with the “bottom of the pyramid” market. If VisionSpring could develop a model that was self-sustaining, even profitable, Jordan knew he would be able to attract others to the work, and could begin to dream about a world in which all who needed optical care had access to it.

However, most of both the supply-side barriers and the demand-side barriers to distribution of glasses fall outside VisionSpring’s zone of control. Tariffs and taxes, for example, are big obstacles on the supply side. On the demand side, social norms can be a challenge. In some regions, for instance, girls believe that wearing glasses will make them less likely to marry. Other cultures have a prejudice against being sold glasses by anyone other than a registered ophthalmologist.

In order to overcome these barriers, and to “set free” the estimated $227 billion of the global economy that is drawn down by vision issues, a systems approach was needed.

“But I had a lot of questions,” said Jordan. “How do we go from building an enterprise, like VisionSpring, to building a movement? How do we build a multi-sector, multi-stakeholder ecosystem aimed at placing vision issues more centrally on the global economic development agenda?”

Jordan was able to appreciate that his own role needed to change. With decades of experience and extensive networks, particularly through the Aspen Global Leadership Network, he was in a unique position to act as a catalyst. So he stepped away from his role as head of VisionSpring, putting in place a leadership team which continues to drive its critical work. Then, from his new position on the Board, he raised his eyes to new horizons.

"In order to tackle a problem of this depth and breadth, I believe, only market-based models can be scaled to make a sizeable dent in the problem."
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**THE CONTEXT**

Worldwide nearly 2.5 billion people are living with poor vision because they need a pair of glasses; 624 million of them have preventable blindness, or severe vision impairment that can be corrected with glasses.

80% of those without access to affordable prescription glasses live in developing countries.

94% of those with common near-vision loss do not have access to reading glasses.

If their work requires close-up sight (tailors, artisans, mechanics, barbers, mobile phone use, etc), they lose the ability to work.

This costs the global economy an estimated $227 billion every year.

**IN HIS OWN WORDS: WHAT JORDAN HAS LEARNED**

Resilience is driven by purpose.

"My rabbi says: 'The key is to choose work or an issue that's bigger than you and your lifetime.' As long as you are living and have power, you will have the motivation to keep going. When you stop, the essence of life is gone."

Purpose comes from connection, and having a vision for how something can be fixed.

"There needs to be something that has touched your heart. It has to come from a deep place in you; and you need a vision for how to go about fixing it."

Partnerships and a systems-change approach are key.

"I've realized that if you take an enterprise approach to something, even with partnerships it's never going to scale to resolve the problem if it's a big one. You therefore need to pivot to taking a systems change approach. You need to engage with all the different actors, from government to civil society to the private sector."
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